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Season 2008 / 9 - Post
The Copa Libertadores & Nationality Adjectives (Part 1)
Vocabulary
Look at the countries on the map. What are the
nationality adjectives. Two have been done for you.
Country (noun)

Nationality (adjective)

Brazil

- Brazilian

Argentina

- Argentinian (or Argentine)

Peru
Columbia

-

Ecuador

-

Bolivia

-

Chile

-

Uruguay
Paraguay

-

Venezuela

CONMEBOL

Venezuela

World Cup

Colombia

Qualifiers

Ecuador

Peru
Bolivia

Brazil
Gremio / Cruzeiro

Paraguay

-

Uruguay
Chile

Nacional de Montevideo

Argentina
Estudiantes de la Plata

Reading
Fill in the passage below
with words from the box.

Last week we looked at South Africa, this week we visit South America and the continent's
biggest club competition the Copa Libertadores. The semi-final places were decided this
week, and it's an all __________________ semi final on one side with Gremio taking on
Cruzeiro. the other semi sees __________________'s Estudiantes take on Nacional from
__________________. It's the first time for twenty years since a __________________ team
has been in the semi-finals of the Copa, but it will be difficult for them to beat the
__________________ team Estudiantes, who haven't conceded a goal since the knockout
stage began. As for the teams from __________________, Gremio qualified for the knockout
rounds as top seeds and will be quietly confident of beating Cruzeiro, who are struggling in
the domestic league, and perhaps lifting the trophy for the third time in their history.

Uruguay

Brazilian Argentina
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Brazil

Argentinian

Uruguayan
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Season 2008 / 9 - Post (ANSWERS)
The Copa Libertadores & Nationality Adjectives (Part 1)
Vocabulary
Look at the countries on the map. What are the
nationality adjectives. Two have been done for you.
Country (noun) Nationality (adjective)
Brazil

- Brazilian

Argentina

- Argentinian (or Argentine)

Peru
Columbia

- Peruvian

Ecuador

- Columbian
- Ecuadorian

Bolivia

- Bolivian

Chile

- Chilean

Uruguay
Paraguay

- Uruguayan

Venezuela

- Paraguayan
- Venezuelan

CONMEBOL

Venezuela

World Cup

Colombia

Qualifiers

Ecuador

Peru
Bolivia

Brazil
Gremio / Cruzerio

Paraguay

Uruguay
Chile

Nacional de Montevideo

Argentina
Estudiantes de la Plata

Reading
Fill in the passage below
with words from the box.

Last week we looked at South Africa, this week we visit South America and the continent's
biggest club competition the Copa Libertadores. The semi-final places were decided this
week, and it's an all BRAZILIAN semi final on one side with Gremio taking on Cruzerio. the
other semi sees ARGENTINA's Estudiantes take on Nacional from URUGUAY. It's the first
time for twenty years since a URUGUAYAN team has been in the semi-finals of the Copa,
but it will be difficult for them to beat the ARGENTINIAN team Estudiantes, who haven't conceded a goal since the knockout stage began. As for the teams from BRAZIL, Gremio qualified for the knockout rounds as top seeds and will be quietly confident of beating Cruzerio,
who are struggling in the domestic league, and perhaps lifting the trophy for the third time in
their history.
Language Note: As you can see, the nationality adjectives of the CONMEBOL nations are variations of ~(a)n/~ian. This is a common suffix in English for nationality adjectives. Other examples
include Canadian and Australian
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